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Abstract: LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 (NCM811) has attracted extensive attention as a promising cathode of
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) in next-generation electric vehicles, as the NCM811 sample possesses a
high energy density and a price advantage. In this work, NCM811 was modified with an Al(PO3)3

precursor using the dry ball milling method followed by heat treatment to enable commercial develop-
ment both at room temperature and a higher temperature. Compared with the unmodified NCM811
sample with the capacity retention of 68.70%, after Al(PO3)3 modification, the NCM811 sample heated
to 500 ◦C exhibited a super capacity retention ratio of 93.88% after 200 charging–discharging cycles
with the initial discharge capacity of 178.1 mAh g−1 at 1 C. Additionally, after Al(PO3)3 modification,
the NCM811 sample heated to 500 ◦C showed much improved rate performance compared to bare
NCM811 at the current density of 5 C. The enhanced electrochemical performance after cycling
was due to the decreased charge transfer resistance and increased Li+ transmission, which were
confirmed via electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS). The NCM electrodes showed improved struc-
tural stability as layered structures after Al(PO3)3 modification, consistent with the improved cycling
performance. This work revealed that LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 material with phosphide coating can be
constructed using a simple ball milling method, which is feasible for obtaining high-performance
electrode materials.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 cathode; Al(PO3)3 modification; dry ball milling;
cycling stability

1. Introduction

The use of new energy vehicles is rising worldwide, and lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are
widely applied as a power system to provide energy to these types of vehicles [1]. With the
improvement of the quality of electric vehicles, more requirements with regard to electric
vehicle mileage are made apparent, such as a high specific capacity, long life span for charge–
discharge, and high energy density. The cathode material used in LIBs is the key material
that restricts the endurance mileage of electric vehicles. To improve the electrochemical
performance of cathode materials used in LIBs, researchers have focused on layered cathode
materials of LiNixCoyMnzO2 with higher nickel content (NCM, x + y + z = 1, x > 0.6) due
to their high discharge capacity and price advantage [2]. With the increase in nickel content,
the energy density increases in cathode materials in LIBs. The NCM811 cathode material
has attracted attention due to its high capacity of more than 200 mAh g−1 between the
charging–discharging window of 3.0–4.3 V, and it is expected to achieve a high energy
density of 300 Wh kg−1 in the near future as a LIB cathode material [3]. Nevertheless, there
are still a few intrinsic issues that need to be settled with regard to the NCM811 material.
Firstly, during the synthesis and cycling process, Ni2+ can easily migrate into the lithium
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layer as the ion radii of Ni2+ (0.69 Å) is similar to that of Li+ (0.76 Å). Lithium–nickel ion
mixing leads to an undesirable transformation between the layered structure and the rock
salt phase, further causing capacity decay and a decrease in voltage [4]. Secondly, the
surface nickel becomes a high-valent state with high activity during the charging process,
which is prone to side reactions with the electrolyte, resulting in a decrease in capacity
and an aggravation of polarization. [5]. Thirdly, the surface alkali content for high-nickel
cathode materials is high, and it easily reacts with moisture and carbon dioxide in the air. A
high alkaline content can aggravate a side reaction with the electrolyte and seriously affect
the electrochemical properties of the high-nickel samples [6].

Intensive investigations have proved that element doping and surface modification are
effective ways to solve the mentioned shortcomings of NCM811 [7–10]. Substantial efforts
have been made to suppress the phase transition and cation disorder. Element doping with
the use of elements such as Al, Mg, Ti, Cr, and Zr has previously been adopted in investi-
gations involving the NCM811 material, which proved that element doping is effective in
the alleviation of the cation disorder and in the improvement of cycling stability [11–14].
Surface coating is another effective strategy that can be used to suppress the side reaction
with the electrolyte. Various coating layers, including metal fluorides such as MgF2 [15],
AlF3 [16], CaF2 [17], and LaF3 [18], metal oxides such as Y2O3 [19], Al2O3 [20], MgO [21],
and ZrO2 [22], and metal phosphates such as Li(PO4)3 [23], Ni3(PO4)2 [24], AlPO4 [25],
MnPO4 [26], and LaPO4 [27] have been reported as suitable coating materials, which can
effectively reduce direct contact with electrolytes and improve the long cycling process of
the host material [23,24]. Feng et al. [28] elaborately obtained the Al(PO3)3-AlPO4-Li3PO4-
coated NCM811 sample, and the modified sample demonstrated enhanced electrochemical
properties, delivering a capacity retention of 85.4% after 50 cycles, which was much higher
than the unmodified sample. In addition, Yue et al. reported that the electrochemical prop-
erties of Y(PO3)3-coated LiNi0.6Co0.1Mn0.3O2 were greatly enhanced and found that the
Y(PO3)3-modified NCM613 sample presented a higher discharge capacity of 181.3 mAh g−1

at 1 C under room temperature, and it showed a capacity retention rate of 87.2% after
100 charge–discharge cycles, which was higher than the unmodified sample [29].

Among the coating materials, metal phosphate coatings show a positive effect on
the electrochemical performance of NCM materials. In a previous report, the phosphate
structural unit had a strong binding force with metal ions, which was able to enhance the
thermal stability of the matrix sample [27]. The large tetrahedral PO4

3− polyanions showed
higher electronegativity than O2− anions. The PO4

3− polyanion groups were doped into
layered cathode materials to minimize local structural changes during charge–discharge
cycles, and the cathode material maintained the original layered structure during long
cycling [30]. Moreover, metal phosphates such as AlPO4 showed strong P=O bonds and
good ionic conductivity, which could facilitate the diffusion of lithium ions [27].

Coating methods are divided into wet coating and dry coating. In recent reports,
wet coating with the NCM cathode material has been the main method of choice [26,31].
Gao et al. adopted a wet grinding procedure to treat a mixture of NCM613 using NaH2PO2
as the phosphorus precursor [31]. In the work of Chen et al., continuous nanocoating of
NCM was successfully realized using a simple wet chemical method with NH4H2PO4 as
the phosphorus precursor [26]. Coatings obtained via the wet method are continuous and
uniform, however the preparation process is complex, the raw material is expensive, and
the preparation process produces waste liquid, so it is difficult to achieve mass production
via wet coating. Dry coating is a better choice to achieve coating materials on a matrix
surface due to the price advantage, the simple process, and easy industrialization. Lee et al.
studied a Li(Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05)O2 sample after Ni3(PO4)2 coating via the ball milling method,
which showed improved cycling performance at 55 ◦C [24]. Similarly, a bio-waste-derived,
CaO-coated NCM 811 sample was obtained via the dry method, which demonstrated
improved reversibility and retention [32]. However, compared with the modified product
obtained via the wet coating method, the electrochemical performances of the dry-coated
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cathode samples were still lower in comparison. Hence, it is necessary to explore suitable
coating compositions and optimal coating processes.

In this study, coating using metal phosphates was investigated as a coating material
utilizing Al(PO3)3 as the precursor of the cladding layer via the dry method of ball milling,
followed by the calcination process (400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C). We used Al(PO3)3 as the
coating precursor due to the cost advantage of the raw material, the high structural stability,
and the easy combination with the residual alkali on the matrix material. The effects of
the Al(PO3)3 calcination temperature on the microstructures, electrochemical performance,
and electrochemical boosting mechanism of the NCM811 sample were systematically
studied. The Al(PO3)3-modified NCM811 material demonstrated superior electrochemical
performance, especially at the heated temperature of 500 ◦C.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Material Preparation

NCM811 powders were purchased from Dongguan East sunshine Scientific Research
development Co. LTD, Dongguan, China and nano-scale Al(PO3)3 powders were pur-
chased from Shanghai Pacific Technology Co., LTD (Shanghai, China). The matrix materials
and precursors were obtained directly from the market with no additional pre-treatment.
To prepare the Al(PO3)3-modified NCM811 sample, 0.4 g of the Al(PO3)3 sample was
mixed with 20 g of NCM811 powders via dry ball milling with a milling speed of 100 rpm
for 10 h, and the Al(PO3)3-modified powder was annealed for 5 h in air flow at temper-
atures of 400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C. The schematic diagram of the preparation process
for Al(PO3)3-modified samples is displayed in Figure 1a. The samples heated at 400 ◦C,
500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C are marked as NCM@ALP400, NCM@ALP500, and NCM@ALP600,
respectively. Feng et al. have investigated the effect of Al(PO3)3 coating on the electrochem-
ical performance of NCM811 material with various coating amounts of 1, 2 and 3 wt.% and
found that the Al(PO3)3 coated sample with 2 wt.% amount showed better electrochemical
performance [28].

Figure 1. (a) The schematic diagram of the preparation process for NCM@Al(PO3)3. (b) XRD patterns
of pure NCM811 and Al(PO3)3-modified NCM811 materials. (c) Zoomed-in XRD patterns of pure
NCM811 and modified NCM811 materials.
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2.2. Material Characterizations

X-ray diffraction (XRD) examinations were conducted on the NCM811 sample and Al
(PO3)3-modified NCM811 samples for phase analysis by using the X’Pert-PRO instrument
(Cu-Kα radiation) in the scanning range of 10–80◦. The cell parameters of the samples were
obtained utilizing the JADE software (Jade 6), shown in Table 1. Additionally, XRD patterns
were obtained for the electrodes after cycling to analyze the phase change of the samples.
To analyze the morphology and the chemical composition of the bare and modified NCM811
samples, scanning electronic microscopy (SEM, Quanta 450 FEG, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA)
was conducted, combined with energy-dispersive X-ray detection (EDX, Oxford, UK).
To inspect the structural features of the original and modified samples, high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) examinations were conducted using a
Talos F200X instrument. The samples were tested using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS, ESCALAB 250xi, Waltham, MA, USA) to analyze the surface valence change of the
sample surface.

Table 1. Lattice parameters of bare and Al(PO3)3-coated LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 samples.

Samples a (Å) c (Å) c/a I (003)/I (104)

NCM811 2.863 14.098 4.924 1.508
NCM811@ALP400 2.859 14.155 4.951 1.396
NCM811@ALP500 2.861 14.091 4.925 1.549
NCM811@ALP600 2.858 14.107 4.936 1.378

2.3. Electrochemical Measurement

The electrode slurry was dispersed in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone by mixing the cathode
material, polyvinylidene fluoride, and acetylene black with a mass ratio of 8:1:1. The slurry
was spread on Al foil uniformly and was heated at 120 ◦C for 12 h via vacuum drying, and
it was then rolled and punched into disks. The mass load of the electroactive material for
each disk was about 2–2.5 mg cm−2. The CR2032-type half-coin cells were assembled with
the prepared electrode as the cathode, Celgard 2500 as the separator, and lithium metal
as the anode. The electrolyte was added into the coin cells with the formula of 1 M LiPF6
in an EMC:DMC:EC = 1:1:1 volume ratio. Electrochemical performances of the samples
were conducted on a Land CT2001A battery test system (1 C = 200 mAg−1) in the voltage
range of 2.8–4.3 V (vs. Li/Li+) at 30 ◦C and 60 ◦C. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves
with the scan range of 2.8–4.5 V and the scan rate of 0.1 mV s−1 in the first three cycles
and the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) curves (frequency range, 0.01 Hz
to 100 kHz) after 200 cycles were conducted using the electrochemical station (CHI660C,
Shanghai, China) to evaluate the electrode reaction process of the NCM811 sample and Al
(PO3)3-modified NCM811 samples.

3. Results

The XRD patterns and the enlarged patterns of pure NCM811 and Al(PO3)3-modified
NCM811 are displayed in Figure 1b,c. The lattice parameters of the bare and Al(PO3)3-
modified NCM811 samples are shown in Table 1. The main XRD peaks for the pure NCM811
and the modified materials exhibited the NaFeO2-type, hexagonal-layered structure be-
longing to the R3m space group, which corresponded well with the PDF card #87-1562. The
(108)/(110) and (006)/(102) peaks showed obvious cleavage, implying that pure NCM811
and Al(PO3)3-modified NCM811 maintained a well-developed layered structure [33]. The
XRD pattern of NCM811 before and after ball milling is shown in the supporting infor-
mation of Figure S1. The XRD pattern remains the same before milling and after milling,
indicating that ball milling does not affect the purity of the material. Shown in Table 1,
the intensity ratios of I(003)/I(004) for all the samples were 1.508, 1.396, 1.549, and 1.378,
which are much higher than 1.20, confirming a well-ordered layer structure with low cation
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mixing [34]. If the value of I (003/004) is less than 1.2 in the XRD pattern, this usually
indicates the cation mixing appearance as a result of the similar radii of Ni2+ (0.69 Å) and
Li+ (0.76 Å) [35]. The results indicate that Al(PO3)3 modification did not change the main
phase structure of the NCM811 material.

To analyze the tiny changes of the phase structure, the zoomed-in XRD patterns are
shown in Figure 1c. It is worth noting that the diffraction peaks of Al(PO3)3 (PDF card of
#13-0264) impurity appeared when heated to 400 ◦C. When heated to 500 ◦C, the diffraction
peaks of Al(PO3)3 disappeared, and the minor diffraction peaks of AlPO4 appeared (PDF
card of #47-0168), which implies that the Al(PO3)3 precursor probably reacted with the
lithium-containing compounds on the surface of NCM811 to form AlPO4. According to the
previous study [28,29], Al(PO3)3 reacted with residual lithium on the NCM811 surface, and
the probable reactions are listed as Equations (1) and (2). However, the diffraction peaks
of Li3PO4 were not detected in the XRD pattern, which may be due to the low content
of Li3PO4 on the sample surface. The diffraction peaks of AlPO4 disappeared at 600 ◦C,
which may be related with the small amount of AlPO4 that diffused from the surface into
the bulk, accelerated by the increased temperature.

6LiOH + Al(PO3)3 → AlPO4 + 2Li3PO4 + 3H2O (1)

3Li2CO3 + Al(PO3)3 → AlPO4 + 2Li3PO4 + 3CO2 (2)

SEM images are shown in Figure 2a–d to observe the coating layer on the original
NCM811 surface. It can be seen from Figure 2a–d that samples showed a similar spheri-
cal appearance with diameter sizes of 10–20 um. Regular quasi-spherical particles were
composed of small, packed primary particles with particle sizes of 300–500 nm. All of the
samples with spherical morphology aided tight packing between the active material and
acetylene black, and this could improve the tap density of lithium-ion batteries. Meanwhile,
a spherical appearance was beneficial to electrode processing due to the high ductility and
low friction. Enlarged SEM images are shown in Figure 2a1–d1. The original NCM811
sample presented a relatively smooth surface, while Al(PO3)3-coated NCM811 samples
heated to 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C displayed rough surfaces with a few fragments and folds. With
regard to the bare particles of NCM811, there were gaps between the primary particles,
while the gaps between the primary particles almost disappeared for the modified samples,
indicating that the primary particles became compact and dense after modification. The
disappearing gaps may be ascribed to the formation of the Al(PO3)3-based coating dis-
tributed in the voids, which was beneficial in reducing the corrosion of the active material
by the electrolyte, further restraining the detrimental reactions [36].

Notably, the sample surface of the Al(PO3)3-coated NCM811 heated to 600 ◦C became
as smooth as the bare sample, which may due to the Al(PO3)3 coating diffusing into
the inner grain boundary among the primary particles. To further study the elemental
distribution of the coating, EDS testing was conducted on the surface of NCM@ALP500, as
shown in Figure 2e. As can be seen, Ni, Co, and Mn elements were clearly observed as the
major components of NCM811. In addition, P and Al were distributed in the NCM@ALP500
sample, which confirms that NCM811 was successfully coated with the Al(PO3)3 coating.
It is worth mentioning that a clear distribution of Al was observed around the spherical
particles as the test particles were stuck to the aluminum foil.
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Figure 2. SEM images of NCM811 and Al(PO3)3-modified NCM811 materials, (a) bare NCM811,
(b) NCM811@ALP400, (c) NCM811@ALP500, (d) NCM811@ALP600, (a1–d1) the magnified images
of (a–d), (e) EDS mappings of NCM811@ALP500.

HRTEM and TEM measurements were conducted in order to analyze the microstruc-
tures of the NCM811 and NCM@ALP500 sample, as shown in Figure 3. As shown in
Figure 3a,b, the NCM811 sample had a bare surface with clear lattice fringes of 0.472 nm,
0.237 nm, 0.206 nm, and 0.243 nm, which agreed with the (003), (006), (104), and (101)
planes of NCM811 [37]. The corresponding FFT patterns of bare NCM811 are shown in
Figure 3b1,b2, indicating a well-ordered layered phase with the R3m space group with
no impurity phase. The TEM and HRTEM images of Figure 3c,d clearly show the coating
thickness and the lattice fringe of the coating material NCM@ALP500. As seen in Figure 3c,
the cladding layer was continuous and tightly combined with the substrate of NCM811,
indicating that the coating structure and the host structure possessed good structural com-
patibility, which is crucial to enhance the long cycling stability of the NCM cathode [38,39].
Nevertheless, the thickness of the coating layer was not very uniform with the thickness
range of 10–20 nm, which may be related to the dry-coating process via the ball milling
method. As seen from the HRTEM image in Figure 3c,d, the distinct lattice fringe on the
coated layer was 0.211 nm, which agreed well with the (117) interplanar spacing of AlPO4,
corresponding well with results in the literature [40]. Combined with the XRD, SEM, and
TEM results, it can be concluded that the AlPO4 coating was successfully attached to the
NCM811 substrate for the NCM@ALP500 sample, although the AlPO4 coating was low in
content, inferred from the XRD pattern.

The surface chemical properties of bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500 samples were
analyzed by using XPS measurements, displayed in Figure 4a–f. As seen in Figure 4a, the
binding energy peaks of the original sample and Al(PO3)3-modified sample were located
at ~872.8 eV (Ni 2p1/2) and ~855.4 eV (Ni 2p3/2), corresponding the coexistence of bivalent
Ni and trivalent Ni [41]. As seen in Figure 4b, two binding energy peaks for the Co 2p
spectra were displayed at 779.7 eV (Co 2p3/2) and 794.5 eV (Co 2p1/2), indicating that
Co was mostly presented as a trivalent state in the bare sample and Al(PO3)3-modified
sample [42]. In Figure 4c, two binding energy peaks for the Mn 2p spectra are displayed at
653.9 eV (Mn 2p1/2) and 641.7 eV (Mn 2p3/2), implying that Mn was mostly tetravalent in
the samples [43]. Through the above analysis, it can be seen the Al(PO3)3 coating and heat
treatment had little effect on the valence state of the original NCM sample. In addition,
the Al XPS spectrum displayed in Figure 4d was only found for the NCM811@ALP500
sample, which is ascribed to the existence of the AlPO4 coating [28]. Meanwhile, the
P2p XPS spectrum with one binding energy peak at 133.5 eV was only detected for the
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NCM811@ALP500 sample, belonging to the tetrahedral PO4 [44], which indicates the
existence of PO43− in the coating layer. XPS spectra of Al and P further indicate that the
AlPO4 coating layer was successfully coated on the NCM811@ALP500 surface.

Figure 3. (a) TEM images of as-prepared NCM811 cathodes and the corresponding HRTEM images of
NCM811 shown as (I–IV). (b,c) show the fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns of NCM811. (d) TEM
images of NCM811@ALP500 and the corresponding HRTEM images, shown as (I,II). (b1) is area
(IV); (b2) is area (I).

Figure 4. XPS spectra for NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500, (a–d) XPS spectra of Ni, Co, Mn,
and Li for NCM811 and NCM811@ALP 500 samples, (e–f) XPS spectra of P and Al elements for
NCM811@ALP500.
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The initial galvanostatic discharging data of the unmodified NCM811, NCM811@
ALP400, NCM811@ ALP500, and NCM811@600 electrodes at 0.2 C (1 C = 200 mA g−1) at
30 ◦C are shown in Figure 5a. The coated samples exhibited similar discharge platforms
compared with the bare NCM811, indicating that the Al(PO3)3 coating did not alter the
charging and discharging reaction. However, the initial discharge capacities showed a slight
downward trend after Al(PO3)3 coating. The pristine NCM811 sample demonstrated the
discharge capacity of 200.4 mAh g−1, while the modified samples exhibited the discharge
capacities of 185.6 mAh g−1, 196.5 mAh g−1, and 197.1 mAh g−1 for ALP400, ALP500, and
ALP 600, respectively. The decrease in discharge capacity can be attributed to the fact that
the Al(PO3)3/AlPO4 coating layer was inactive and did not contribute capacity. The cycling
performances of the samples at 1 C (activated after five cycles at 0.2 C) are demonstrated in
Figure 5b in the voltage range of 2.7–4.3 V, and the corresponding electrochemical parame-
ters are listed in Table 2. The modified NCM electrodes showed remarkable enhancement
in the cyclability after Al(PO3)3 modification, especially for the NCM811@ALP500 sam-
ple. Under a charge–discharge current of 1 C, the capacity of the bare NCM decreased
from 178.3 mAh g−1 to 122.5 mAh g−1 after 200 charging–discharging cycles with a ca-
pacity retention ratio of 68.70%. The capacity retention increased to 90.28% (ALP400),
93.88% (ALP500), and 86.49% (ALP600) after Al(PO3)3 modification. It was found that the
NCM811@ ALP500 sample demonstrated a superior discharge capacity of 167.2 mAh g−1

even after 200 charge–discharge cycles. The significantly improved capacity retention of the
NCM811@ ALP500 electrode can be attributed to the AlPO4 coating layer, which may have
inhibited harmful reactions at the interface between the electrolytes and active materials
and improved the stability of the crystal structure, thereby enhancing the cycle stability
of the materials [45]. This deduction was consistent with the XRD pattern (Figure 1b) that
showed the NCM811@ ALP500 sample demonstrated the lowest Li+/Ni2+ mixing rate with
the higher I(003)/I(104) value of 1.549. For the ALP400 sample, the capacity retention was
basically satisfactory, however the initial capacity was low (162.5 mAh g−1), which was
due to the fact that the formed Al(PO3)3 coating at 400 ◦C was thick and uneven. For the
ALP600 sample, the capacity retention declined, which could be attributed to the fact that
the coating was applied in too low a content to resist the electrolyte attack.

In order to evaluate the electrochemical properties of the samples at elevated temper-
ature, the cycling performances at 60 ◦C of the samples at 1 C are displayed in Figure 5c.
Compared with the bare sample with the capacity retention of 57.91%, the capacity re-
tentions of the modified samples were 81.01% (ALP400), 83.99% (ALP500), and 78.89%
(ALP600) after 55 cycles. At the higher temperature of 60 ◦C, the capacity retention ratio
decayed faster than that at 30 ◦C, however the capacity retention ratio of the sample was
significantly improved after Al(PO3)3 modification, indicating that the Al(PO3)3/AlPO4
coating on the NCM surface aided the inhibition of direct contact with the electrolyte,
further suppressing HF attack and oxygen release. Moreover, the Al(PO3)3/AlPO4 surface
coating was extremely helpful in improving the structure stability and electrochemical
stability of the material, especially at higher temperatures. The rate properties of NCM811
and Al(PO3)3-coated samples were tested in 2.8–4.3 V at 30 ◦C, as shown in Figure 5d. At a
lower current density of 0.2 C–1 C, the discharge capacities of the ALP400, ALP500, and
ALP600 samples were close to the original sample or slightly lower than that of the original
sample. At a larger current density of 5 C, the discharge capacity of the ALP500 sample
was significantly improved compared to the original sample. According to Equation (1),
when AlPO4 is generated, Li3PO4 is generated at the same time. According to the XRD
and TEM results, AlPO4 was indeed formed on the NCM 811 surface after being heated to
500 ◦C. However, Li3PO4 was not observed, which may have been due to the low content.
It was previously reported that Li3PO4 has good Li+ transfer characteristics, and at the
same time, Li3PO4 consumes residual lithium compounds on the surface of a sample that
is not conducive to Li+ conduction [46], so the rate performance of the ALP500 sample
was improved.
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Figure 5. (a) Initial discharge curves at 0.2 C in the range of 2.7–4.3 V at 30 ◦C for bare NCM811 and
NCM811@ALP samples. (b) Cycle performances for bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP samples at
1 C in the range of 2.7–4.3 V at 30 ◦C. (c) Cycle performances for bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP
samples at 1 C in the range of 2.7–4.3 V at 60 ◦C. (d) Rate capacities from 0.2 C to 5 C for bare NCM811
and NCM811@ALP samples in the range of 2.7–4.3 V at 30 ◦C.

Table 2. Electrochemical performance of the pristine and Al(PO3)3-coated LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2

samples.

Systems
Initial Discharge

Capacity
(mAh g−1, 0.2 C)

1st Discharge
Capacity

(mAh g−1, 1 C)

200th Discharge
Capacity

(mAh g−1, 1 C)

Capacity
Retention

(%)

Original 200.4 178.3 122.5 68.70
NCM811@ALP400 185.6 162.5 146.7 90.28
NCM811@ALP500 196.5 178.1 167.2 93.88
NCM811@ALP600 197.1 177.6 153.6 86.49

The cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves were conducted on bare NCM811 and the ALP500
sample to further study the electrochemical performance, shown in Figure 6a,b. The CV
curves of the bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500 sample exhibited a similar trend, imply-
ing that the Al(PO3)3 coating did not alter the electrochemical reaction. As can be seen in
Figure 6a,b, a couple of redox peaks occurred that corresponded to the transition of Ni2+

to Ni4+ during the delithiation/intercalation process in the range of 2.8–4.3 V [29]. The
difference between the oxidation potential and reduction potential (Eoxidation-Ereduction)
is usually adopted to evaluate the electrochemical polarization reaction [47]. The difference
in ∆E was small, indicating that polarization was not severe. From the first CV curves, the
∆V value of NCM811 was 0.66 V, which was higher than that of the ALP500 sample (0.51 V).
The shrinking of the ALP500 sample confirmed that the AlPO4 coating decreased the polar-
ization phenomenon of NCM811, which was beneficial for the electrochemical reactions
under high current density, consistent with the high rate performance. In the second cycle,
the redox peaks of NCM811 were located at 3.92 V/3.60 V and 4.30 V/4.09 V, corresponding
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to the transition of Ni2+/Ni3+ and Ni3+/Ni4+. The redox peaks of the ALP500 sample were
located at 3.92 V/3.62 V and 4.29 V/4.10 V. The differences of ∆E became smaller during
cycling. Moreover, the ALP500 sample exhibited highly overlapping reduction peaks in
comparison to bare NCM811 in the first three cycles, revealing that the NCM811@ALP500
sample showed less irreversible capacity, which was conducive to suppressing detrimental
reactions in the interface between electrolytes and electrodes. Hence, the NCM811@ALP500
sample demonstrated long-term cycling stability after 200 cycles.

Figure 6. (a) CV profiles for NCM811 in the first three cycles. (b) CV profiles for NCM811@ ALP 500
in the first three cycles. (c) Nyquist plots and the fitted Nyquist plots with equivalent circuit (insert
graph) for NCM811 and NCM811@ ALP 500 electrodes after 200 charge–discharge cycles. (d) The
relationships between Z′ and ω−1/2 based on (c).

To explore the electrochemical inner kinetic performances of the improved cycling
life after Al(PO3)3 modification, the EIS of the pristine NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500
electrodes were conducted after 200 charge–discharge cycles. Figure 6c demonstrates
the Nyquist plots, including a semicircle at high frequency and a quasi-straight line at
low frequency. Usually, the quasi-straight line stands for the Warburg impedance (Zw),
corresponding well with lithium-ion diffusion in the matrix NCM electrode [48]. By fitting
the EIS curves, the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 6c (embedded part). To analyze the
fitting results of the contribution of CPE1 and CPE2 and the goodness of fitting factor, the
fitting parameters are provided in the supporting information (Figure S2). The equivalent
circuit consists of Re, Rsf, and Rct, which represent the internal resistance, surface film
resistance, and charge transfer resistance, respectively [49,50]. The fitted values of Re, Rsf,
and Rct are shown in Table 3. Obviously, Rsf was much smaller than Rct for both NCM811
and the coated sample, indicating that Rct was the major factor affecting the electrochemical
reaction. It is noted that the Rct value of the NCM811@ALP500 electrode was comparatively
smaller compared to the original NCM811 after 200 cycles, indicating that optional amount
of AlPO4 coat layer could decrease the charge transfer resistance after long cycles. These
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results further verify our conclusion that the AlPO4 coating on the NCM 811 surface can
suppress side reactions and enhance the structural stability of the active material.

Table 3. The fitted values of Rs, Rsf, and Rct and the calculated values of DLi
+ of the pristine and

Al(PO3)3-coated LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2 samples before and after cycling.

Electrode Rs (Ω) Rsf (Ω) Rct (Ω) DLi
+ (cm2 s−1)

NCM811 15.9 197.9 720.2 1.28 × 10−14

NCM811@ALP500 16.5 166.9 437.1 1.44 × 10−14

The Li+ diffusion coefficients (DLi
+) were calculated using Equation (3). In Equation (3),

these parameters (R, T, C, F, A, and n) were widely reported in the previous literature
and were treated with fixed values [49,51]. The σ value played the decisive role, which
represents the Warburg coefficient [49]. The σ value could be obtained from the slope of the
linear fitting of resistance (Z′) vs. the reciprocal square roots of the frequency (ω−1/2) [51].
The fitted line of Z′ vs. ω−1/2 is displayed in Figure 6d. The obtained DLi

+ is listed in
Table 3 according to Equation (3).

DLi+ =
R2T2

2A2n4F4C2σ2 (3)

For the pristine NCM811 electrode, the calculated DLi
+ value was 1.28 × 10−14 cm2 s−1

after 200 cycles, while the DLi
+ value increased to 1.44× 10−14 cm2 s−1 for NCM811@ALP500,

indicating that the AlPO4 coating aided the suppression of side effects and was beneficial
for the electron transfer during charge–discharge, subsequently reducing the interfacial
resistance and enhancing the electrode kinetics, consistent with the electrochemical perfor-
mance after cycling in Figure 5b.

To explore the effect of Al(PO3)3 modification on the structure of LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2
after 200 cycles, XRD tests were utilized for the bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500, as
shown in Figure 7. In general, NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500 cathodes preserved the
original layered structure. Compared with Figure 1b, the intensities of all diffraction peaks
for the bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP500 became weaker during 200 charge–discharge
cycles, which indicates that the main phase structures suffered from a certain degree of
damage. For the bare NCM811 cathodes, the peak intensity ratio of I (003)/(104) planes
decreased to 0.81, which was much lower than 1.2, after 200 cycles, indicating severe
Li/Ni cation mixing. The peak intensity ratio of I (003)/(104) planes remained 1.41 for the
NCM811@ALP500 cathode, with lower Li/Ni cation mixing after cycling, ensuring the
smooth transfer of lithium ions. It is worth noting that the splitting peaks of (006)/(102)
could still be clearly preserved for NCM811@ALP500 and NCM811@ALP600, while the
splitting peaks of (006)/(102) were almost invisible for bare NCM811. These findings further
confirm that Al(PO3)3 modification with suitable heat treatment is helpful in stabilizing the
layered structure of the NCM811 electrode during a long cycle. The XRD results correspond
well with the electrochemical properties in Figure 5b, which shows NCM811@ALP500
demonstrates good capacity retention due to the modified structure after AlPO4 coating.
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Figure 7. XRD patterns of bare NCM811 and NCM811@ALP samples after 200 charge–discharge
cycles.

4. Conclusions

To enhance the electrochemical properties of NCM811 and inhabit the interfacial detri-
mental reactions in contact with the electrolyte, NCM811 was modified with an Al(PO3)3
precursor via dry ball milling followed by heat treatment. Combined with the XRD, SEM,
and XPS characterization, the Al(PO3)3 coating layer was obtained on the sample surface
at the lower sintering temperature of 400 ◦C, while AlPO4 coating was adapted on the
NCM811 sample at the higher sintering temperature of 500 ◦C. The long cycle performance
was substantially enhanced after Al(PO3)3 modification, with a slight decrease in the initial
discharge capacity. The NCM811@ALP500 sample maintained a capacity retention of
93.88% after 200 cycles, with an initial discharge capacity of 178.1 mAh g−1 in 2.7–4.3 V at 1
C at 30 ◦C, which was much higher than the capacity retention of the bare NCM811 elec-
trode (68.70% with the initial capacity of 178.3 mAh g−1). In addition, NCM811@ALP500
showed a much-improved rate performance compared to the bare NCM811 at 5 C. Con-
firmed by the EIS analysis, the value of transfer resistance (Rct) for the NCM811@ALP500
sample decreased, and the DLi

+ value increased compared with the bare NCM811 after 200
cycles. It can be concluded that improved electrochemical properties can be achieved via
Al(PO3)3 modification, which can be ascribed to the generated AlPO4 coating, inhibiting
side reactions and slowing down structural deterioration, further stabilizing the layered
structure of NCM811.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/coatings12030319/s1, Figure S1: The XRD pattern of NCM811 before milling and after
milling. Figure S2: (a) The fitting details of EIS plot for NCM811; (b) The fitting details of EIS plot for
NCM811@ALP.
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